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Today's teenagers are learning to pray, and this tool is for them! The impact of The Prayer of Jabez

has been phenomenal -- with reports of changed lives, expanded ministries, and massive spiritual

breakthroughs among believers everywhere. Now teens can also receive extravagant blessing as

they discover, in peer-based stories, supporting scriptures, and interactive questions, how to pray

the remarkable prayer of the obscure Bible hero in I Chronicles 4:10. Teens seeking God's best for

their lives will respond to the challenge of asking for blessing -- and being "blessable" before the

Lord. Students, youth groups, and future church leaders will welcome The Prayer of Jabez for

Teens. Includes group study leader's guide!
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Teenagers often feel left out, like a nobody with no future. For that reason, the story of Jabez

(whose mother named him "pain") should be relevant and appealing. From this unpleasant

beginning, Jabez came to receive many blessings from God. In this book, Dr. Wilkinson makes the

case that if God is there for unpopular nobodies like Jabez, He must be there for all of us!Dr.

Wilkinson has a nice manner for speaking to teenagers. He recalls his own thoughts and hopes

during the teenage years. He also relates stories of how teenagers have made an enormous

difference for God in assisting adults and other teens. Suddenly, you will feel like someone is talking



to you who cares about you, as God does."This little book starts with everything we put in the

original, bestselling The Prayer of Jabez . . . ." " . . . [T]hen we ask the question: If God wanted to

change the world with a teenager like you, how would He want you to pray?"The challenge also

goes out in this form: "Are you ready to do one thing that could change the rest of your life?"As

much as the Bible teaches me, I find that I learn even more by hearing about the interpretations that

others make of the Bible. Those interpretations are most beneficial when they include witnessing

one's own experiences. Dr. Wilkinson has provided us with many soulful insights from 30 years of

reciting a little-noticed Old Testament prayer in this inspiring book.One reason that it is nice to hear

what others say about the Bible is that some of them read Hebrew, which I do not. Knowing what

the original text said should provide more clues to its precise meaning. Dr. Wilkinson has provided

insights from the Hebrew texts to help us understand what the translations mean.

The Prayer of Jebez for Teens (from The Breakthrough Series, by Bruce Wilkinson) is a definite

compliment to its predecessor, The Prayer of Jebez. Through this small, 116-page book, Dr.

Wilkinson goes into great detail on the prayer a man from the Old Testament of the Bible made.

Also mentioned in this entertaining, enlightening book is how making this man's (Jebez) prayer your

own will impact your life and how it influenced other's lives as well. Finally, during this review, I will

mention how the author was blessed by praying Jebez's prayer and how I believe it has helped

me.The account of Jebez is found in I Chronicles 4:9-10, amid the numerous genealogies that can

make even the strongest of Believers want to skip the book entirely. It is important to note that

Jebez never had been (and never was again) mentioned at all in the Word of God. Yet, he and his

prayer are noteworthy. His time as "man of the hour" is recorded, as follows: "Jebez was more

honorable than his bothers, and his mother named him Jebez saying,`Because I bore him with

pain.'Now Jebez called on the God of Israel, saying,`Oh, that You would bless me indeed and

enlarge my border, and that Your hand might be with me, and that You would keep me fromharm,

that it may not pain me!'And God granted him what he requested."One way we can see that Jebez

was blessed is that he was 1) spoken of in God's Word, and 2) in the family line of Jesus Christ. The

author bases his writing of The Prayer of Jebez for Teens around I Chronicles 4:10.Before and after

publishing his beliefs on this portion of Scripture, Bruce Wilkinson spoke at numerous colleges and

seminars encouraging teens and adults to pray this prayer themselves.
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